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ELECTRICAL RESISTIVITY OF BISMUTH 433 

Fig, L Programmed loading of bismuth single 
crystals at room temperature and atmospheriC 
pressure. 

described earlier [5), using samples cut from the 
middle parts of the single-crystal rods. The pres
sure in the apparatus was raised up to 10 kbars at 
77.3"K by means of a piston moving in a medium of 
solid nitrogen. 

2. We can see from Fig. 1 that an increase of 
the applied stress ata rate of 3 g/mm2 per hour up 
to 330 g/mm2 resulted in a practically linear increase 
in the length without discontinuities in the "elonga
tion-time" dependence. Discontinuous deformation 
has been observed [2, 3) at high loading rates of 
large crystals and during programmed loading of 
single-crystal samples of bismuth of small trans
verse cross section or in the presence of surface 
macrodefects. The discontinuities in the "elonga
tion-time" curve, due to the appearance of twinned 
layers, were observed in the usual tests of bismuth 
single crystals at loads beginning from 160-200 
g/mm2• Increase of the resistance of single crys
tals to deformation and the absence of deformation 
discontinuities in our case (Fig. 1) could be ex
plained by the diffusion hardening of weak points in 
the crystals, in which usual tests caused localover
stresses comparable with the critical shear stress
es required in twinning. 

Program-hardened s amples were used to inves
tigate the change in the electrical resistivity due to 
uniform compression at low temperatures and the re
sults were compared with the measurements carried 
out on the original (untreated) crystals. 

Since the pressure in the solid nitrogen mediUlll 
was not fully hydrostatic and since the structure of 
the untreated crystals was not uniform, irreversible 
shear was observed in these samples from 2-3 kbars, 
when a certain value of the tangential stress of the 
medium on the samples was reached. This increased 
the resistivity and destroyed the reversibility of the 
dependence of the electrical resistiVity on pressure 
(Fig. 2a). When the load was increased, the electric
al resistivity of a single crystal increased, but when 
the pressure was removed the resistivity remained 
about 30% higher than the initial value . Repetition 
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Fig, 2. Relative change in the 
electrical resistivity, tJ.pl P o of 
bismuth single crysta ls subj ec ted 
to pressure at 77, 3°K. a) Initia l 
state; b) after pro gram med load 
ing to 330 g/mm2

; c) after pro 
grammed loading to 500 g/m m2, 

1) Pressure incre as ing; 2) pres 
sure de creasing; 3) second in
crease in pressure, 

of the application of pressure up to !) kha t' s ~U1d the 
subsequent removal of the load continucd to inc t'ease 
the residual electrical resistivity. 

In the case of a single crystal subj ec ted Lo :l 

preliminary programmed loading up to 3:;U g/ l'l1\~ • 
the electrical resistivity increased linca rly wi lh 
pressure up to 7.5 kbars and when the load W: IS r e 
moved, the resistivity returned to its inili :li \':ll ul' 
(Fig. 2b). vVhen pressure was applicd a~:lin, thl' pres 
sure dependence of the electrical res is t i \' i ly ("(' i n(' i (led 
with the dependence obtained initially :U1 c1 a rk r 1I11-

loading no increase in the residual r es isLi\'ily \\" : l ~ ub
served. 

Increase of the residual elcctrical lTsisti\' ily 
after uniform .:::ompression of tUltrcalct\ I)j :-; Illlltit 
single crystals was the consequencc of the ~l'lll' ra 

tion of a large nUlllber of defects, pa rticul:trly ill 
the first loading cycle. A prelimina ry p ro~r:lllll1\('d 

harding of bismuth single crystals produced :l dif
fusion redistribution of point dcfec ts :llld d i "IH'I'SL'd 
local overstresses; this incrcased thl' st nwlu ra l 
uniformity of the whole crystal :U1d redun'" the 

probability of formation of ncw laLtin' r1dl'l't ,~ in 
microvolumes. 

The pressure dependence of th e ekd l'jl':tl re 
sistivity was somewhat diffc r cnt for :t ,;il1~k IT)"S

tal which was slowly loaded fir s t to ,jOI) ;:;'1I 111\:\l 1l 

til a residual deformation of O. ' l r~ \\ ': IS I,I, ,, ,' r';l'<1 . 
Figure 2a shows that when pressur(, \'.' ,1.-; ,\('plll 'd, 
the electrical res istivity of th is cl'y ,.; t:tl I ! ,'r" ,!' l'd, 


